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Kevin Trudeau the Natural Cure for the Parasitic elite Class.
Intro:
Welcome friends and family to another informative broadcast. My name is
Dawid Yacob Maccabeus AKA Plahu, I am coming to you live from Sweden
you are listening to Signs and Wonders the broadcast that came right on time.
Today's date is November 4 2013. Keep in mind that we are in the 9th month not
the 11th according to the ancient and present Babylonian system.
Message:
Before I begin I will open with a message to AHYAH.
Who is Kevin Trudeau?:
On my website Hebrews Wake Up dot com you may have noticed on the front
page I have a link to a video of a man by the name of Kevin Trudeau. The video
says “He will be Acquitted! - Stand Up For Your HEALTH - Natural Cures”.
Now many of you are probably wondering why I have this link. With the
message “He will be Acquitted! - Stand Up For Your HEALTH - Natural
Cures”.
Before I explain why I have this link, I first want to explain who is Kevin
Trudeau. Well first off he is an adopted child. Which means it will be difficult to
trace his real parents. Which means Trudeau is most likely his adoptive name.
The information we get on him off of the internet is not good at all. They claim
he is a fraudster, a conman and a criminal. He spent two years in prison for
credit fraud as well as being in court over the years challenging the FTC
(Federal Trade Commission). Kevin Trudeau is also an ex Roman Catholic
whom converted to Scientology. He is also an ex member of a secret society
called the Brotherhood. The Brotherhood is one of the main groups that pull the
strings of politicians and presidents since the inception of America and other
European Nations and according to Trudeau he went to the highest levels of the
secret society.
Now I wanted to make sure you know that I am very aware of the information
that is available pertaining to Kevin Trudeau. He dose not hide it, he tells it all.
Now I found all of this information when I got curious. Why are THEY turning
against there own? His name is being defamed, all his money and businesses
are under receivership, he is being fined 37.6 Million dollars and he is facing 10

– 18 years in PRISON. Now before I continue I first want to explain how all of
this transpired.
The Book:
A few weeks back on October 26th I woke up to start packing. I had to pack
because I had to move out of my apartment the next day. I am preparing to
move back to the US so I have to put a lot of things in storage. Those of you
who have been following me know that I have many many books. I showed a
few when I did the video called “Count The Number Of The Beast”. Now I
read a lot of books, because I am always trying to learn about AHYAH. At the
moment I am reading a Booked Called The Destruction Of Black Civilization
by Chancellor Williams, I am taking my time with this book and I read it when
I get the time. This is a heavy book, I have to put it down for a few days then
get back to it. In the future I am going to do a broadcast about this and add it to
the Rise Of The Black Messiah series to further show how wonderful and
special we are as a people.
Okay now as I was looking at all of my books think on how I was going to store
them I noticed this thick paper back book by Kevin Trudeau called (Natural
Cures "They" Don't Want You to Know About). Now this is a thick short book
over 500 pages. I did not read this book because I never stay sick. Those of you
that know me hear me speak about how I blend my vegetables like Spinach,
Celery, Apples, Kale, Olive Oil and how I use Sea Salt for Iodine or Himalayan
rock salt and blend it is non Fluoridated filtered water. I used non GMO organic
vegetables if I can. I stay away from Aspartame, High Fructose corn syrup
etc...it is how I stay young and beautiful. Many of you know that I also teach
and practice Martial Arts which I have been for the past 30 years it is embedded
in my DNA. I do this because health has always been a very high priority in my
life. This is why through the years I have taught myself to stay healthy. Now
what dose all of this have to do with Kevin Trudeau? Everything. In his book in
Chapter 6 called “How To Never Get Sick Again” I found a list of all of the
things I do to stay healthy. It speaks about Martial Arts Qi Gong exercises,
blending green vegetables, the impotence of getting Sun shine and fresh air. It
speaks about jumping on a small trampoline to Unleash Lymphatic Toxins. It
speaks about drinking clean non fluoridated water, how electromagnetic energy
effects our bodies. This book came out in 2004. Almost 14 years ago, now we
here about the effects of electromagnetic energy on our DNA. All of this I
found in “Natural Cures THEY don’t want you to know about”
Please note: ("Almost 14 years ago" - I am aware that 2004 was 9 years ago. I
keep this in because I am trying to make you think about numbers and time. 14
years from 11/03/2013 is the year 2018 (11 9). This is a date you should look at

on the Count The Number Of The Beast Document. Also if you understand how
the occult works in relation to Bible prophecy this also marks the end of the 400
years of the Genesis 15:13 prophecy. 1619 till 2019. ) What happened in 1619?
Also Andrew Carnegie said this about Booker T Washington "The Modern
Moses, who leads his race and lifts it through education, to even better and
higher things than a land of flowing with milk and honey." The effect of
Carnegie are still working from Booker T Washington to Napoleon Hill and to
Kevin Trudeau. Listen to Your Wish Is Your Command to here the story.)
Okay now on the 26th of October a day before I packed up my books for storage
a skim through Kevin Trudeau's book, because I knew it would be months
maybe years before I read it. And in his book I see the answer to our health
issues written down. Not only is it written down I am living proof that it works.
I have been doing it for years. Now I'm curious. Chapter 4 “Who are THEY”
speaks about the Pharmaceutical companies and how they control the health
industry. Okay now I am really curious. My mind goes back to 2009 when he
was on the Alex Jones show. Ah now I know why they turned on this man.
Why his name is being defamed, all his money and businesses are under
receivership, he is being fined over 30 Million dollars and he is facing 10 – 18
years in PRISON. Kevin Trudeau is revealing their secrets. I learned that he
wrote a booked called “Weight Loss Cures They Don’t Want You to Know
About” Now think about it he wrote a book. It is your choice to read the book.
You can even get your money back if you do not like that book. So why is he
facing a 37.6 million dollar fine and 18 years in prison?
And It Reads:
The FTC has filed a contempt of court action against Trudeau and the
companies that market his book alleging that Trudeau is in contempt of a 2004
court order by "deceptively claiming in his infomercials that the book being
advertised establishes a weight-loss protocol that is "easy" to follow. Now here
they are speaking about his Natural Cures book.
The action was filed in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of
Illinois on September 17, 2007.[4] According to a FTC Press Release, Trudeau
claims that the weight loss plan outlined in the book is easy, can be done at
home, and readers can eat anything they want. When consumers buy the book,
they find it describes a complex plan that requires intense dieting, daily
injections of a prescribed drug that is not easily obtainable, and lifelong dietary
restrictions. What this is speaking about is a 1954 diet researched by Dr. Albert
T. W. Simeons. He discovered a system of weight-loss protocol based on human
chorionic gonadotropin (HCG). Now I viewed this on You Tube and seen many
people speaking about how they lost majors pounds on this system.

On November 16, 2007, Trudeau was found in contempt of the 2004 court order
for making "patently false" claims in his weight loss book. U.S. District Court
Judge Robert W. Gettleman ruled that Trudeau “clearly misrepresents in his
advertisements the difficulty of the diet described in his book, and by doing so,
he has misled thousands of consumers.” A penalty will be determined at a later
hearing. In October 2008, Trudeau was fined more than $5 million and banned
from infomercials for three years for continuing to make fraudulent claims
pertaining to the book. Now think about it. Who has the most to loss if people
get healthy? Complaints about Trudeau's weight loss system and business
practices can be found at the Consumer Affairs website. In summary, the
complaints tend to refer to a problem of subscribing from the website and its
monthly fees as well as the inability to follow the protocol, detailed by Trudeau,
in the United States due to product availability and legal reasons.
Now I have a question dose this deserves a fine of 37.6 million dollars and 18
years in prison? "deceptively claiming in his infomercials that the book being
advertised establishes a weight-loss protocol that is "easy" to follow. So is this a
lie or is this an opinion? Now I still have not told you why I am doing a
broadcast on Kevin Trudeau. This is just laying the foundation. This is going to
get very deep.
Why is this issue important? Well if he losses his court case this will set a
president that can be used to shout up anyone that writes a book that the
Pharmaceutical Industry disagrees with. People in America are unhealthy, have
bad diets, rarely exercise, are poisoned by fluoride and GMO. Americans are
poisoned and deceived by big Pharma everyday. Now the FTC has a court case
that can let them set a president that will take away a persons write to state an
opinion. THIS IS CALLED FASCISM and this is not the first time.
Back in 2010 Haiti is hit with a massive earthquake. People are watching
Haitian people buried under tons of rocks and rubble. Many people where
wondering why the US government was so careless in it's response. All they
said was send donations to the red cross. But one man a now former Utah
multimillionaires named Jeremy Johnson decided to do something. I decided to
buy two helicopters and brings two doctors to the borders of Haiti. He lands on
the rocks and rubble and rescued the lives of a few fortunate people. But this
multimillionaire had no idea what type of government he was dealing with.
After many people wondered how can this one man do what the US
government claim it could not do, proved to be to much of an embarrassment
for the government. Now guess how they repaid Mr Jeremy Johnson? The FTC
created a case against him seized 275 million dollars in assets, took away his
constitutional right and ability to defend his self and just like Kevin Trudeau his

crime was helping people.
Now we have two cases that we know of where your rights are taken if the FTC
wants what you got, or the FDA dose not like what you say. Where is America?
Here is an example:
If I say all you have to do to stay healthy is take a one hour walk in the
morning. Breath that fresh morning air and drink fresh water. And then I say it's
simple and it's easy. Would you agree or disagree? Well if you have a job from
7am till 5pm and a part time job from 6pm till 10pm. Waking up in the morning
at 6am is not easy. If you live in a city that is spraying chemicals in the air and
blocking out the Sun the fresh air and sunlight is off the list. If you live in a
Town, City, State or Country that adds ionized Fluoride to your drinking water
then getting that fresh glass of drinking water is impossible.
If I write a book about how to avoid these things and give my suggestion about,
what you can do to avoid toxins. It is your choice to buy the book and agree to
what I suggest you should do. Every human being deserves this right of choice.
In today’s environment our clear blue skies are being poisoned with Chem
trails, our soil is being poisoned with pesticides our fruits and vegetables are
being attacked by GMO s, the DNA of our children is being destroyed by
vaccinations, ADHD drugs like Ritalin and other Methylphenidates are Out Of
Control. But if someone writes a book about the damages of GMOs,
Methylphenidates and other Chemical poisons and in that book explain how to
detox your body from them. Well if the FTC decides THEY do not like what
you say. They can take away your money leave you penniless, take away your
ability to defend yourself and your constitutional rights are gone. This is what is
happening to Kevin Trudeau.
WHY?:
Now we are going to take this a little bit deeper. Like Haiti the earthquake was
very suspect. Like Katrina the Hurricane was very suspect. The fact that
MacDonald are all over African-American neighborhoods is no mystery. The
reason they are there needs to be exposed. Are the Chicken Nuggets Chicken?
What is in the McDonald’s meat patty? What is in the McDonald’s fries? Have
you investigated the ingredients? This is just McDonald what about the other
fast foods. Americans are dying and the government can care less. Yet they fine
people for warning us and destroy people for helping others. So what is their
agenda?
Now I am going to read you something from a man by the name of Andrew

Carnegie and after I will explain why.
“Man does not live by bread alone. I have known millionaires starving for lack
of the nutriment which alone can sustain all that is human in man, and I know
workmen, and many so-called poor men, who revel in luxuries beyond the
power of those millionaires to reach. (It is the mind that makes the body rich.
There is no class so pitiably wretched as that which possesses money and
nothing else.) Money can only be the useful drudge of things immeasurably
higher than itself. Exalted beyond this, as it sometimes is, it remains Caliban
still and still plays the beast. My aspirations take a higher flight. Mine be it to
have contributed to the enlightenment and the joys of the mind, to the things of
the spirit, to all that tends to bring into the lives of the toilers of Pittsburgh
sweetness and light. I hold this the noblest possible use of wealth” Andrew
Carnegie
Why did I read this quote? Well a few years back I did a broadcast called Rise
Of The Black Messiah Pawns and Rebels exactly one year ago November 3 rd
2011. In this broadcast I speak about how many Industrialist used the educated
students of the Tuskegee model to work in their companies. I also speak about
how racism did not allow the dream of Booker T Washington to be fulfilled. I
also concluded that Mr Washington was a pawn in the hands of opportunist that
used free Black Labor to maintain their control of the planet.
Now today because of Kevin Trudeau two years to this day I am able to really
understand what was occurring between 1890 and 1915. In 1890 you had two
types of people. People like you and I that want peace, love and harmony on the
planet and other people that profit from discord, death and poverty. Those that
profit from discord death and poverty are called the parasitic elite class. This
class of people are in what we call secret societies that control our planet. The
secret societies like: Skull and Bones, Freemasons,Rosicrucians, Ordo Templis
Orientis,Hermetic Order of The Golden Dawn,The Knights Templar,The
Illuminati,The Bilderberg Group,The Priory of Sion,Opus Dei.Knights of Malta
and many more known and unknown.
With in these secret societies you have two types of people those that are
opportunistic and those that are parasitic. Sometimes the opportunistic become
parasitic and sometimes the opportunist develop a conscious. Andrew Carnegie
is one of those that developed a conscious. I think events like the Homestead
Strike of 1892 and Johnstown Flood of 1889 that killed 2,209 people started to
remind Andrew Carnegie of his pledge he wrote in 1868.
And it Reads: “The amassing of wealth is one of the worse species of idolatry.
No idol more debasing than the worship of money ” and “the man who dies

thus rich dies disgraced. ” he wrote this when he was in his early 30s.
We can also start to piece together the events that brought Andrew Carnegie
close to Booker T Washington. And it Reads: “Andrew Carnegie closely
aligned his life’s journey to Washington’s. After reading Washington’s Up From
Slavery while on vacation in Europe, Carnegie pledged to help build a library at
Tuskegee Institute. Carnegie’s most significant contribution came about a year
later, when the former steel magnate donated one of the most generous gifts
Tuskegee ever received.”
Okay now here is a letter that Carnegie wrote to William H. Baldwin., Jr. His
Trustee:
My Dear Friend, I have instructed Mr. Franks, my cashier, to deliver to you
an Trustee of Tuskegee six hundred thousand dollars 5% U. S. Steel Co. 1st
Mortage bonds for the Endowment Fund.
I give this without reservation except that I require that suitable provision be
made from the gift for the wants of Booker Washington and his family during
his own or his wife’s life. I wish that great good to be entirely free from
[psouniary] (sic) cares that he may be free to devote himself to his great
mission.
To me he seems one of the greatest of living men, because his work is unique,
The Modern Moses, who leads his race and lifts it through education, to even
better and higher things than a land of flowing with milk and honey. History
is to tell of two Washington’s one white, the other black, both fathers of their
people.
I am statisfied that the serious race problem of the South is solved wisely only
through Mr. Washington’s policy of education which he seems to have been
specially born—a slave among slaves to establish and in his own day greatly
to advance. Glad am I to be able to assist this good work in which you and
others so zealous labor.
Truly yours,
Andrew Carnegie
Okay now I took a lot of time on this because in my broadcast Rise Of The
Black Messiah Pawn and Rebels I speak of how the Parasites used our people to
destroy our selves. How they turn rebels into pawns and manipulate our planet

to stay in control.
Okay here is where we connect the dots to Kevin Trudeau. In 1901 Carnegie
Steel Company was sold to the United States Steel Corporation for $480
million. The United States Steel Corporation was owned by J.P Morgan and
Elbert H Gary. Today we here how J.P Morgan Chase bank has assets of over 2
Trillion dollars and that J.P Morgan Chase is one of four mayor banks in the
United States. We also see that J.P Morgan Chase is the 8th largest bank in the
world with assets of 2.3 Trillion compared to China's (ICBC) Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China with assets of 2.9 Trillion.
Now we have to put this in perspective because we have to know what s ASSET
is.
Asset: In financial accounting, an asset is an economic resource. Anything
tangible or intangible that is capable of being owned or controlled to produce
value and that is held to have positive economic value is considered an asset.
Simply stated, assets represent value of ownership that can be converted into
cash (although cash itself is also considered an asset).
Simply put, "an asset is something that puts money in your pocket".
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is a division of JP Morgan Chase and an asset
manager for institutions, individuals and financial intermediaries. Assets can
include equity, fixed income, cash liquidity, currency, real estate, infrastructure,
hedge funds and private equity.
Infrastructure is basic physical and organizational structures needed for the
operation of a society or enterprise, or the services and facilities necessary for
an economy to function. It can be generally defined as the set of interconnected
structural elements that provide framework supporting an entire structure of
development. It is an important term for judging a country or region's
development. The term typically refers to the technical structures that support a
society, such as roads, bridges, water supply, sewers, electrical grids,
telecommunications, and so forth, and can be defined as "the physical
components of interrelated systems providing commodities and services
essential to enable, sustain, or enhance societal living conditions." So basically
everything need to sustain life across this planet is controlled by Banks like J.P
Morgan Chase.
Carbon offset Climate Care, Natural resources( Water, Oil, Farming), healthcare
( Pharmaceutical Drugs) diversified industries and transportation ( Energy, Gas
and Heating)

metals and mining (Gold, Silver and Rare minerals), real estate and technology(
Housing and Mortgage.), media and telecommunications(Television, Radio,
Internet and mass communication ), consumer and retail(Department Stores,
Grocery Stores and Shopping Malls) home lending and asset management.
Okay now I wanted to take my time with this to put this into perspective. J.P
Morgan is just one of 20 Banks on our planet. These banks CONTROL 44
Trillion in assets. Asset management firms like JPMorgan Asset Management,
Vanguard Group and Wells Fargo are Untied States asset firms. Then we have
Barclays Wealth, Alliance Trust, HSBC and Climate Change Capital are
European asset firms. Global Investment House, Investcorp and Capital
Dynamics are Middle Eastern asset management firms. These are just a few of
these wealth management firms that manage the wealth of the Elite class.
An asset can also be a Google stock, Apple stock, Facebook stock etc. So if
someone sales 200 million dollars worth of Google stock, they can invest 200
million dollars in Vanguard Asset Management which also manages Apple
Computer Corporation, Exxon Mobil Corporation, General Electric Co,
Chevron and other assets like Healthcare, Technology and Energy. This is how
the wealthy 1% control the planets resources. Andrew Carnegie and J.P Morgan
where members of a secret societies. Those societies still exists today. Kevin
Trudeau was also a member of one of those societies called Brotherhood.
When J.P Morgan took over Carnegie’s Steel company I believe Booker T
Washington’s dream of a “Up From Slavery” integration into American industry
was replaced by the slave labor model we see today. Douglas A. Blackmon's
documentary SLAVERY BY ANOTHER NAME documents how slavery lasted
until 1945 in parts of the South based on Jim Crow laws. We also see how the
Apartheid laws in South African allowed the Parasitic ruling class to maintain
power until 1994. This is what Andrew Carnegie wanted to end. Kevin Trudeau
speaks about how Nepoleon Hill author of Think and Grow Rich was mentored
by Andrew Carnegie to teach the average none secret society everyday person
how to succeed. He also speaks about those in these society that follow the
philosophy of Carnegie.
Now I am going to play this audio file of Kevin Trudeau speaking about this.
Then I will explain why it is important.
Okay what you just heard was from a lecture given by Trudeau in 2009 in
Europe. If you listen carefully you will learn that he explains how the ruling
class remain in power. He also explains what is need from man to free him self
from bondage. If they can control your food your shelter and your finances,
then it is easy to control how you think, because your are depended on their

system for survival. If you are self sufficient then you are free from their system
and control. You become a threat when you learn to think. Free thinking will
allow us to understand that no man has the right to own water, oxygen, food and
life that is given free everywhere nature strives. AHYAH is free for all, this is
understood by the wise. The corporations need to dumb down the masses of
people on this planet to keep them from discovering our true power.
This is why they are attacking people like Kevin Trudeau. When you think for
yourself you search for answer to questions like who owns the Media? Who
owns the mass amount of resources on the planet? Who is in the secret
societies? You will know about the Skull and Bones. You will see J.P Morgan
getting Billion of dollars in bail out money. You will ask the question like dose
1% own 99% of the resources? Is McDonald’s food healthy? Do Americans
suffer from Obesity, Diabetes, Heart Disease, Autism, Cancer and Bad diets?
You will discover that eating green vegetables, drink fresh water, getting
sunlight and exercise will help in the way you think.
You will see that why they are attacking this man. If Americans in mass wokeup to the oppressive tactics of the parasitic elite class they would see the
damage this small group of demons have done to our planet. Most people are
cowards and lack the ability to take criticism. They are scared of ridicule and
isolation. Andrew Carnegie wanted to help Booker T Washington get us Up
From Slavery, J.P Morgan wanted to create a new class of slaves. Now look at
this world. Every body is now a debt slave the western nations are seeing there
freedoms fading away. We see the police state being setup paid for by the
wealthy 1% parasitic Elite class.
“For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places”
This is whom the Secret Societies worship the Rulers of Darkness the 72
demonic spirits of the occult. But if we wake up to we are. Which is a powerful
being that was created with a power mind to think. Which is a powerful being
created to love, share, give and enjoy this beautiful Earth. AHYAH has created
the planet for all mankind not for a small portion of greedy selfish parasites.
Science is now saying that Man is pure energy with the ability to manifest the
world he believes. Science is saying that we are what AHYAH has said all
along. I am in you and your are me which is life a perfect creation. ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO IS KNOW IT.
We have the power to create a new world. We have the power to say know to

GMO and speak out against injustice. We can create our health gardens and
network with each other. We have the power to stop giving them our power by
buying their food. Stop taking their drugs and vaccinations. Support alternative
medicine and alternative media. You be the media. Learn how to heal yourself.
Turn off the Television. Buy the book Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You to
Know About do what it suggest and you be the witness. Buy the book “Weight
Loss Cures They Don’t Want You to Know About” do what it says and you
be the witness. Buy the book MORE Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You to
Know About do what it suggest you be the witness. Buy the book “Mega
Memory How to Release Your Superpower Memory in 30 Minutes or Less a
Day do what it suggest you be the witness. Do not let the FTC tell you how to
think. If Kevin Trudeau is a Conman, a fraudster or a scam artist let him be sued
by his peers in a court of law by a jury of 12. Not judged in secret by the
corrupt US government so that corporation can keep killing our children. YOU
THINK FOR YOUR SELF. You are a power might wonderful creation that was
created to think for yourself. This is what they fear. Take back your power and
chase these demons back into the caves they come from.
ALL Praise AHYAH
AHYAH ALL PRAISE I ASK THAT YOU OPEN THE EYES OF YOUR
CREATION AND GIVE THEM BACK THE ABILITY TO THINK. Protect
Kevin Trudeau and expose the true motives behind those that wish to suppress
his information. Stop the Oppressive tactics of the FTC and FDA that wish to
stop the awakening of your people. Thank you for a sound mind a showing me
the Truth AHYAH.

